How often do you ponder over which decision to make, which course of action to pursue? Sometimes it's confusing, wouldn't you agree?

Recently I came across a simple formula I think you'll like. After all, teachers are faced with myriads of decisions on a daily basis. Anything that cuts to the chase and saves us mental energy and time has to be good, don't you think?

But first let me introduce you to the source of the formula – Glenna Salisbury. Many years ago, when I was in the early stages of the international time management business I now have (of which goalsetting is an important part), a friend introduced me to *Chicken Soup for the Soul*. (One book became a monster series and a publishing legend, but that's another story.)

Glenna's simple three-page story, *Glenna's Dream Book* fired my imagination. I won't spoil it by telling – you'll find it online or in the book if you've got a copy. It's a great example of what can happen when we become clear about what we want in life. And whilst you're looking it up, you might like to read some of the creative and fun ways teachers have used it to teach their students goal-setting.

From that time on (and still today) almost every time I talk about goalsetting I reference Glenna and her story. Along the way, this woman on the other side of the world became somewhat of a heroine to me – she'd had difficulties in her life and triumphed through in a seemingly magical way.

So you can imagine my delight when I met Glenna. She's a well-respected leader in the professional speaking industry and (somewhat to my surprise) I'd been chosen to serve as the 2006/7 World President of the Global Speakers Federation, representing the 10 nations who (at the time) had professional speaking associations.

We ended up both speaking at a conference in the UK and hit it off immediately. She's a gracious, warm and generous-hearted woman – the sort of person who lights up a room by walking into it. Therefore, when I wanted to interview someone a couple of months ago about goalsetting and finding our purpose in life, I couldn't think of a better person. Her advice on exactly that topic has already helped probably hundreds of thousands around the world.

**Glenna’s wisdom on decision-making**

‘One of the things we are challenged with is making decisions. Any decision that moves us out of status quo tends to drain our energy and causes us to lose focus. We don’t think very clearly when it comes to difficult decision making. Instead, we tend to chase our tails.

For example, we may say

- My business isn’t working
- We’re not making enough money
- I should change jobs or go out and get a job
- I can’t do that right now
- I might miss a mortgage payment on my house
- And before we know it we’re into, “I can’t do that”.

“Then we get fearful about the perceived risks and so we stay where we are – and then we...”

Robyn Pearce
become negative and frustrated about that. All our attention is going on what we have talked ourselves into believing we can’t do.

On a personal level we may say the same thing about a relationship “I really need to get out of this relationship but I don’t have the money to go out and live on my own, so I’m stuck here” or “I’m employed somewhere and I don’t like my boss, so I should leave, but I really can’t afford to.”

I have a phrase that helps me. “We are where we are, because we haven’t taken ourselves someplace else”. We tend to blame people – that is our first step for unhappiness. We act as if it’s someone else’s fault, other than ours!

Here’s a formula to help us stop chasing our tails. It’s called the Triple A B C (AAA, B, C). In any decision, no matter what it is, there are only three things you can do:

ALTER your current circumstance

For example, move within a company. Maybe you’re in sales and you’re sick and tired of it, you didn’t like it then I have two options – I can’t alter the weather but I can AVOID the heat and move or I can go to the third A – accept.

Or

ACCEPT (and quit complaining!)

Then, once you’ve done one of the three A’s BUILD your strength and resilience – emotionally, physically, spiritually, mentally. And CHANGE your perspective – it’s not always going to be like this.

“This process works better than a pros and cons list because that doesn’t help you make a decision – you just move back and forth between the two lists. With this simple method you just need to think clearly about what you’re doing. It causes us then to be clearly energetic and not whining over our current circumstances.”

To find more about Glenna, check out www.glennasalbury.com. If you’d like to hear the interview (which was many other pearls of wisdom) check out the $1 trial on our website.
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4MAT Basic Training

Are you constantly searching for ways to improve your teaching?

Are you looking for a way to ensure that Quality Teaching is embedded into EVERY lesson?

If the answer to any or all of these questions is yes, then 4MAT Basic Training is a MUST for you. In 4MAT Basic Training, you will find the answers to these questions – in a clear, simple model that overlays any lesson plan, in any subject, at any grade level. Enrol NOW!

In our training you’ll learn how to:
• Understand and accommodate learning differences in the classroom
• Improve student performance through new ways of structuring your lessons
• Design units of work in ways that help all students master grade appropriate content
• Motivate and make your students enthusiastic about learning.

The 4MAT training program will help you learn the skills necessary to write stimulating units of work using your curriculum outcomes. It is a model that helps you to structure classroom lessons and activities in a way that addresses the many ways that students learn. The 4MAT system also provides a structure for including your best practice into the process.

Come explore a model for teaching that helps design teaching and learning programs that allow all students to learn.

Book into 4MAT Basic Training NOW and you will be assured of immediate and ongoing sustainable success! Can you afford not to enrol?

For more info call Melinda on 02 9608 5744 or email at 4matinfo@4mat4learning.com.au

Next Sydney Course: 4MAT Basic Training Dates: Thurs 24th – Sat 26th June 2010. Apply now to take advantage of early bird rates.

Have we lost you?!

4MAT have helped hundreds of teachers across Australia to improve their teaching. If you would like to receive the latest news and updates regarding our products and training, please send an email to 4matinfo@4mat4learning.com.au with “subscribe” in the subject line.
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Enrol for your free Top Time Tips – practical advice every two weeks and you’ll get your own free report “How to Master Time In Only 90 Seconds", a simple yet powerful diagnostic tool to help you identify your key areas for action. You’ll find it at www.gettingagrip.com

GettingAGrip Inner Circle at www.gettingagrip.com/products/membership.asp.

Robyn Pearce CSP (Certified Speaking Professional) is the Time Queen (plus mother of six and grandmother of 12.) She mastered her own time challenges and now helps people around the world overcome theirs. She can show you how to transform your time challenges into high productivity and the life balance you desire. 